Searching remote access resources on SOLO

1) Go to https://solo.bodleian.ox.ac.uk

2) Run a search for a subject
e.g. quantum mechanics or Jonathan Swift or Climate change Africa

Depending on the type search you want you will need to pick what resources to search from the drop down menus.

| Everything | best for finding a wide range of journal articles, book chapters and books |
| Oxford Collections | best for books |
| Articles | for journal articles only |

Here’s an example of a search for a reader who wants ebooks on quantum mechanics, they’ve limited their search to Oxford Collections in the drop down menu:

3) You can filter your search results to the resources you can access from home by using the filter tool, which is on either the left or bottom of your screen.
4) **Limit your results to Online Resources** by ticking the box.

5) **Exclude Electronic Legal Deposit resources** (by law, these can only be accessed when in the Bodleian Libraries from the library computers).

   To exclude, hover your curser over the words or (touch on a touchscreen) Electronic Legal Deposit and an orange tick with a cross will appear, which you can select.

6) **Apply these two filters** using the green button. Your results will now only show online accessible resources.

   You can remove these filters by selecting Reset filters.